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Abstract.
Hybrid observatories, combining ground-based telescope and space assets, are a new and powerful concept. For many years

now, the W. M. Keck observatory and NASA have benefited from a fruitful partnership that advanced and cemented an array of
scientific goals and achievements. Traditionally, both the ground and space observations leaned to their strengths independently to
study a physical phenomenon, followed by further analysis that takes into account all findings to form a more complete finding.
However, collaboration could extend beyond such a modus operandi. Developments of ground based instruments could directly
support NASA’s scientific goals, while hybrid observations where a ground and space asset work in conjunction could answer
questions beyond the scope for either one by itself in the coming decades. From NIST standard candles in space used for absolute
flux calibration like QUASAR, to artificial stars used to extend and advance visible adaptive optics capabilities with missions like
ORCAS, we ca better position us to support and achieve NASA’s and Keck community scientific goals. To do so, we required
a cooperative infrastructure that could enable such advances to be made. Examples include engineering time dedicated to the
development of such systems, and better understanding its operational and scientific capabilities.
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1 Scientific motivation

Major scientific advances can be made by enabling hybrid observations, combining space and ground assets.
Here we review some of the major scientific cases and potential future missions. The QUAsi-Stationary
Absolute Radiance Mission [QUASAR] aims to provide a NIST calibrated flux source from space to ground-
based observatories and close the decades long knowledge gap between precision and accuracy. Further
details are provided in figure 1. The ORCAS mission (Orbiting Configurable Artificial Star), a first-of-its-
kind hybrid space-ground observatory, will enable new science, otherwise only accessible to flagship class
missions over two decades from now. On a SmallSat budget, it provides unprecedented angular resolution
and exquisite sensitivity, by enabling better adaptive optics. Further details are provided in figure 2.

2 Enabling Advancement

Regardless of a specific mission, there is a need for a mechanism for cooperation that will enable studying,
developing and ultimately deploying and conducting Hybrid Observations. Hybrid observations require by
nature a tight co-ordination between the ground observatory and space asset, taking place in a specific time
and date. Lastly, since such observations were not conducted in the past, we need to better understand their
observational needs, and increase the TRL (technical readiness level) of supporting ground systems.

For these reasons we put forward three recommendations:

1. Working with the Keck community, develop guidelines to the most relevant technological and scientific
areas for such activities (AO, Flux Calibration, NIR, VIS, etc.)
2. Modify the observation scheduling mechanism such that it could accommodate hybrid observation in the
future, and provide guidance to the community on how such capability could be deployed.
3. Dedicate at least few nights a year to advance instrument and operational deployment and development for
Hybrid capabilities. This could take place via existing collaborations where instruments/studies are already
funded and deployed, or via competed calls.
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Fig 1 (A) close the knowledge gap between the absolute flux accuracy (purple), and relative flux precision (brown) measurements

of celestial objects (B,C); substantially reduce the uncertainties in stellar luminosity, allowing precise stellar age measurements (C,

D). Improved absolute fluxes and stellar temperatures will greatly reduce the uncertainties of the inferred planetary parameters (E)

or dark energy (F) absolute flux measurement, removing reliance on WD models

Fig 2 ORCAS performance complements other future observatories both in space and on the ground. A: The angular resolution

as a function of wavelength, B: the sensitivity as a function of wavelength (for SNR = 10 in 10000 s). Note that ORCAS enables

different exposure times based on the target declination.

We would like to thank the W. M. Keck observatory for allowing our community to provide feedback
and become partners in planning for future growth and opportunities.
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